OWPST & Titan 200 & UK Offshore
A look at the Company, our Product
and the
Technology being applied in the

UK Offshore Market

Introduction
Douglas Hines – CEO/President
Offshore Wind Power Systems of Texas LLC “OWPST”
Mr. Hines has spent the last 28 years working in all areas of offshore design and project management for the
construction and installation of offshore exploration and production platforms. During this 28 year period he
worked for National Supply Company, Ingersoll Rand Co., IPS of Fort Worth, Texas, Continental Emsco, and for
the last 10 years prior to forming Offshore Source, he was President and Managing Director for OSL Offshore.
Also during this period he developed and constructed new and innovative products for the US government,
Western Company, National Oilwell Co. Halliburton Co., many of which have become the standard for the
offshore industry. Mr. Hines has an excellent reputation in the field, and is particularly well known for
technical achievement in oilfield equipment design and manufacturing over the past 25 years.
“TITAN 200”

The Titan 200 was designed and patented to meet the needs of the rapidly expanding offshore wind energy
industry both domestically and internationally. It began with the realization that the need to move WPP’s to
deeper waters was forthcoming as a result f the mandates being issued for increased reliance on renewable
energy production. Our design was born from technologies that have been used in the offshore oilfields since
the 1950’s, primarily platform designs and jack-up systems. We have engineered an offshore wind turbine
platform that solves the deepwater dilemma and does so at a price point that lowers the per MW installed
costs for a wind farm development.
The company is currently under UK contracts to design foundations for several offshore wind farm
developers in the UK Round 3 requirements under the guides of the UK Carbon Trust, in which 106
Worldwide designs where submitted in 2009 and OWPST was uniquely selected for the UK Carbon Trust
Offshore Wind Accelerator Program.

30 years of Offshore Experience

30 Years of Combined
offshore Energy
Experience , designing
and building as a OEM,
World Wide

Specific Experience in
the design an
construction of Jack-up
platforms , and the
associated equipment
for jack-up operations,
including certification by
third party as ABS

Multiple and diverse
intellectual property
rights, including patents
both domestic and
foreign for the design of
offshore wind turbine
platforms using our
accumulated experience

TITAN PLATFORMS

Offshore Wind
Power Systems of
Texas

The Future of Offshore Wind Energy is dependant on a good foundation
“The Titan 200 is Solid Footing to Build Upon”

A New Idea

Exploring new concepts
We determine the best hull
shape for strength of design as
well as least cost in steel
construction cost.
Mobil in transportability with
minimum deployment cost.
Stability while floating to
industry standards.
Stability while under operation,
under the most sever storm
conditions.

Development of the
Idea begin to solidify
2005
Based upon selected design we
further developed the idea into
a workable concept for greater
refinement, detail of design
issues and identified differences
between oilfield and wind
energy design conditions

Consolidation of the
Idea
Once the basic design solidified,
we incorporated it into a
business plan, secured IP and
sourced the economics
solution(s) that made the
business plan a viable solution
using our oilfield experience ,
by putting a new twist on the
offshore energy business,
“similar but not the same”

In the Beginning – US Waters

Feb 16, 2006 MMS
Starts the Process

Great Lakes Report

Texas is First

Issued 1-15-09

10-2-2007

Adaption of pre-existing
MMS rules used for
offshore oil exploration are
discussed and are to date
not issued with
modification for full
offshore wind energy
development

Several studies have been
made and reports issued as
to the development of sites,
Canada has issued permits
and construction has
started, US has none to
date

Texas is the only state to
issue permits to allow
construction and
development of a
commercial offshore wind
farm.

Europe's Approach to the Problem
“At this Time- 2003-2008”

Shallow Water

Concrete or Piles

Primarily 50 ft or less and
approx 1500 units in the
water to date

Every solution was bore
out of the developments of
land based construction
techniques, only now in
shallow water .
75 feet of water is the limit,
environmental loads
become real issues.

Specialized Equipment
becomes necessary
Large and costly vessels are
developed and deployed
but still have limited water
depth capabilities, no
offshore oilfield integration
of ideas has been accepted
or used in general terms.

Transforming Offshore Oilfield Technology to Offshore Wind Energy Technology

Installation cost
The Titan 200 is self installing. It requires only a tug to bring to location and a workboat to bring installation aids (jacks, etc.) back
to shore base.

Fully
assembled
unit with
tower and
turbine
towed to
site

Start

No derrick
barge or
other
offshore
construction
equipment

No dredge
or other site
preparation
rigs

No special
purpose
vessel or
equipment
to deliver to
location

No pile
driving or
suction piles

True 2-day
installation
without
construction
spread

Finish

Construction cost

Mass
production of
hulls and legs
in a low cost
location in far
east. This
activity takes
place yearround.

Transport to
shipyard near
installation
site, 25
platforms at a
time (3
shipments per
season = 75
platforms).

Structural unit
cost
(price/weight)
is approx 25%
of UK prices.

Tower
installation
and final
assembly at
UK yard near
installation
site

Installed price
goal per
megawatt is
comfortably
achieved.

Site irregularities
Not a factor for installation:

Sand waves

Subsoil boulders
or other
obstructions
(if more than 20
m below mud
line)

Scour

Verticality

Platform is
continuously
adjustable at
time of
installation to
insure verticality
of tower. Level
seafloor not
required.

In event of long
term loss of
verticality,
platform can be
easily leveled by
temporarily reinstalling
installation jacks.

No need to uninstall tower to
adjust
(capable of holding
1/10 th. of 1 degree in
vertical alignment)

No serious
construction
project to adjust

Personnel access

Fully IMO
approved
boat landings
and ladders
(retractable)

Optional
helideck

Optional
stairs

Maintenance access

Davit at each leg for cargo and
jack handling

Optional crane of any size
(nominal 40 tonne suggested)
Optional Hel-deck for access
by air

A-frame davit for
installation/removal/changeout of containerized control
room, power and other deck
equipment

Range of locations,
common design

Robust family
of designs for
various water
depths and
environments

Standard
designs for 3.6
MW and 5.0
MW turbines
in 35 to 45 M
water depth

Natural
frequency can
be fine-tuned
for the site by
adjusting leg
reaction pads
rather than by
total redesign

All platforms
in a field will
have same
design, easily
adjustable for
variations in
water depth.

Economy of
scale is
assured.

Performance and life

Design by collaboration
of US and European
engineers and scientists
with 100’s of years
combined experienced
in the hull form and
European offshore wind
market

State of the art design
taking advantage of all
aspects of dynamic
design including
adjustable mass, spring
rates and damping to
assure optimized design
meeting the site
requirements.

Thorough fatigue
analysis and design
details for the life of the
facility.

Regulatory

Standard
design to ABS
requirements.

Optional
submittals and
approvals by
other agencies
such as DNV or
Lloyds

Safety systems
to IMO and
other
requirements

The EU Commitment

EU Governmental

Energy Companies

7-08-2009

Documents signed, budgets
set and regulations specific
to the application of
offshore wind power the
stage is set to progress and
move forward.

With government backing, Banks
funding and infrastructure in
place offshore wind in Europe is
set to develop as a business and
viable source of power for the
future.

The final version of the
package will see
€3.98bn ($5.5bn)
invested into energyrelated projects

Major players are participating.

Our UK Experience

New Opportunities

Call for Designs

Know the Limitations

EU opens new and active
participation in projects
but, now deepwater is
more of a issue than ever
before, the existing designs
of the EU are limited in
capabilities to address
deepwater conditions

The Carbon Trust along with
major energy companies
creates a program and
competition for the

Clearly stated the existing
designs will not stand up to
the deep water conditions
offshore and re-thinking of
ideas are needed.

Best Designs in the World

Carbon Trust Foundation
Competition

Submissions Exceed 100
different Design
Concepts

Carbon Trust Official
Notice

106 designs of various types
are submitted for review
and possible inclusion in the
competition.

OWPST receives written
notice of our design being
accepted within the
competition and of our first
meeting to be held in
Copenhagen.

July 6, 2009

Best of the Best
OWPST design is considered
as technically ready
“Innovative” to deploy and
commercially viable as a
solution

Carbon Trust Foundation
Competition

Reviewed by our Clients

High Expectations

Major Energy wind farm
developers are actively
participating in the review
process, along with several
high level technical experts
in the design review
process.

Design standards are set
high, with actual site(s)
environmental conditions
used to evaluate the
designs, using the latest
marine design software ,
turbine design loads are
especially tough as Natural
Frequency becomes the
largest issue.

OWPST Exceeds
Expectations
Not only is our design
considered the top
submitted, it solves
technical issues related to
the Natural Frequency
problem

Carbon Trust Foundation
Competition

OWPST Resolves
Several Issues
Foundation design
Simple inexpensive
deployment cost

Access to equipment and
platform
Mass produced

Round 3 Sites

OWPST is a Winner

Actual site conditions used
in the evaluation

The latest results indicate
that OWPST will solve all
design issues and will result
in a design that can
successfully accomplish all
the goals set out in the
competition and some even
beyond expectations.

25 year design life
100 year Severe storm
conditions used

TITAN PLATFORMS

Offshore Wind
Power Systems of
Texas

The Future of Offshore Wind Energy is dependant on a good foundation
“The Titan 200 is Solid Footing to Build Upon”

UK Sites Visited
UK Houston Consulate Sponsored

Narec

TAG Shipyard

Port of Mostyn

An Excellent Facility to
test ideas and
equipment to the most
sever conditions.

An ideal location for
construction and
deployment of
foundations to the
Round 3 requirements.

Excellent location for
Irish Sea deployment

World Class

Already equipped for
wind farm operations

The Larger Picture

UK Experience
• Conclusions- The EU and the UK are well on their
way to development of new energy sources, and
we are a part of that business.
• The UK is a Great start for our company to
participate in this World Class Project effort.

